
Tips for visiting artists marketing their work on tour 

1. Understand why you’ve been booked 

Why have you been programmed? What are the venues’ aims for your show? 


Do they have an existing audience for your work (or similar work), or do they hope to develop a 
new one?


Is it part of a new or existing strand of programming?  e.g physical theatre, urban dance, season 
or international women’s day, or other thematic link


2. Agree realistic targets 

If you’re touring to a new venue in a new region on a Tuesday night where the venue’s core 
audience isn’t used to seeing work like yours, then 40 bums on seat is a success.


If you regularly tour to a venue and have built up an audience for your work (or the venue has an 
audience for similar work), then you can expect bigger numbers.


If you’re on a guarantee, ask the venue what their own target is for your show (audience, or 
financial) and work to that.


Remember that success is not just measured in box office income:


• Did you get a great response from those that did attend? 
• Did you bring in a new or different audience? e.g. a new demographic, or a school or group? 
• Did you secure a great piece of media coverage? 
• Did you develop a great working relationship with that venue? 

3. Don’t assume every venue has the same level of marketing resources 

Some venues will have two or three people working on your campaign across print, digital and 
press. If you’re on a guarantee, they will probably have a dedicated budget for your show (in 
addition to any marketing contra specified at contracts stage).


Other venues may have just one person working part-time across press and marketing for the 
whole venue.


Some smaller arts centres and rural venues will have no dedicated marketing staff.  Be sensitive 
to this.


Assess what marketing resources are available at each venue, and think about how you as the 
visiting artist can help support them in the campaign: 


• Do you have local contacts with drama, dance or music groups?  
• Do you have links with local schools or teachers? 
• Do you have your own list of potential audiences in that area? 
• Do you know of any local journalists who like your work? 
• Does any of the cast or creative team have links to the area?  



4. Build a good relationship from the very start 

Remember that marketing teams are overstretched. It’s a thankless job, but they are in it because 
they love the work you make. Respect that. Be easy to work with.


Anyone can be an ambassador for your work. If you pique the interest of the marketing team early 
on, they can work harder for you.


Winning over the Marketing Assistant can pay dividends if they are the person who looks after 
social media. In five years time, they may also be the person booking you!


Some great ways of engaging marketing staff with your work: 


Can you invite marketing and box office staff to a sharing, read-through, or rehearsal? 
Can you meet the team in person to talk about the show and the resources you’ll provide? 
Can you schedule a phone meeting? This is the very least you can do! 

5. Build in content creation as part of your creative process 

Venues are always looking for high-quality marketing assets: photos, video, news stories, press 
coverage, audience vox pops, peer endorsements, tweets and other coverage that reduces 
perceived risk for the potential audience.  You should plan to create or capture these as part of 
your creative process.


Look to develop relationships with photographers, filmmakers, writers who can trust to go into 
your rehearsal room and create great content that you’re happy with.


Give venue marketing staff a head-ups as to when they can expect marketing materials so they 
can get them out in a timely and co-ordinated way. A single round robin email to marketing staff at 
all tour venues with up-to-date marketing assets is fine. 


Look to provide timely good news stories. These might include: casting announcements; reviews 
and other media coverage; awards; and other news about the company that will increase 
engagement and reduce perceived risk for the audience.


6. You’re not always the best person to write your show copy 

Be clear on what is going to resonate with the potential audience. Is it:


• a known title?

• the reputation of the artists involved?

• an unusual experience? (immersive, site-specific, interactive, use of tech) 

• the themes that your show addresses?


Think about the whole audience experience. Don’t just focus on the story, plot or narrative 
themes.  Think about the theatricality of your piece, the feeling it will leave audiences with, the 
experience of being in that venue, your reputation for excellence, innovation, or high-production 
values. 


Turn features into benefits. “A post-show talk” is a feature. “The chance for you to hear directly 
from the performers, and get an insight into the creative process” is a benefit. Test your copy on 
other people.


Avoid overused empty phrases like ‘jaw-dropping’ or ‘award-winning’ (if it’s won a particular 
award, say what it is).  Use third party endorsements from critics, peers and audience members to 
prove your point.




Don’t be precious. Marketing staff will need to talk about your event across a number of media 
with varying space constraints. For example, capturing the essence of your show in a tweet.


Listen to what the venue is telling you. If a marketing team is telling you that another image is 
getting better engagement than your preferred one, take this on board!


Be open to audience-friendly ways about talking about your creative process - avoid impenetrable  
language and industry-speak. 


Some good tools that marketing and box office teams will thank you for:


• a 60-second interview with the lead artist that is light and accessible

• a listicle format “5 reasons not to miss this show”


7. The days of healthy advances are over 

Bookings are being made later and later. Often the tickets sold will double in the week of the 
performance. This is particularly true of smaller scale contemporary or experimental work, or 
indeed anything priced around £15 mark. 


Don’t be surprised at 2-week campaign periods. Don’t hassle venues just because they haven’t 
put out your content months in advance!


The exception to this is any time audience think that tickets will sell out quickly e.g. limited 
capacity events at a festival, a popular band going on tour.


Also marketing to schools and community groups will require a much longer lead time.


8. Don’t be afraid to chase 

Marketing teams are crazy busy, but being politely persistent is fine. 


Above all, be flexible, be open to shared learning, and build as constructive a relationship with all 
staff for best results!
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